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ABSTRACT
Network measurement has long focused on the bits and

bytes — low-level network metrics such as latency and

throughput, which have the advantage of being objective

and directly characterizing the performance of the network.

We argue that users provide a rich and largely untapped

source of implicit as well as explicit signals that could com-

plement and expand the coverage of traditional methods.

Implicit feedback leverages user actions to indirectly infer

the network performance and the resulting quality of user

experience. Explicit feedback leverages user input, typically

provided offline, to expand the reach of network measure-

ment, especially for newer ones.

We analyze two scenarios: capturing implicit feedback

through user actions from a large-scale conferencing service

–MS Teams and gathering explicit feedback via social media

posts pertaining to the SpaceX Starlink Low Earth Orbit

(LEO) satellite network undergoing deployment. We believe

our techniques complement the traditional measurement

methods and open up a broad set of research directions,

ranging from rethinking measurement tools to designing

user-centric networked systems and applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network measurement; Network perfor-

mance analysis;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of network measurement is to characterize how

and how well a network is performing. Traditionally, such

measurement has focused on low-level metrics such as net-

work latency and throughput. While being objective and

insightful, this approach suffers from two broad limitations.

First, performing such low-level measurements typically

requires a point of presence in the network of interest, i.e.,

one or more computers under the control of the experimenter

that are in the desired network locations. While there might

be the opportunity to piggyback on existing large-scale com-

mercial services (e.g., [15]), this might be out of the reach of

the typical researcher. So, the coverage of the measurements

is often limited to a modest size, spanning the nodes that the

experimenter is able to recruit or perhaps has access to via a

testbed (e.g., [17]).

Second, low-level measurements do not directly capture

the user experience, which is key to understanding the rela-

tive importance of various low-level metrics. For example, is

the latency low enough that there is little benefit in terms of

user experience to optimize latency further? To address this

limitation, there has been work on gathering user feedback

(e.g., call quality surveys at the end of Skype calls) and then

learning a model to predict the user experience based on the

low-level metrics [23, 48, 61]. A key challenge, however, is

that seeking such user feedback is an imposition on users, so

it is done infrequently to keep the overhead low, e.g., only

for a fraction of calls and that too only at the end of the calls.

We argue that the key to overcoming these limitations lies

with the users and in leveraging the rich user feedback, both

implicit and explicit, that is available “for free”.

Implicit feedback in the form of user actions might be

indicative of the user experience. For instance, a user experi-

encing high latency during an audio-video call might stay

on mute or might prefer to turn off their video. While such

implicit signals might be plentiful, e.g., available throughout

the user session, the connection between such signals and

the user experience might be loose, so assessing the latter

based on the former would be a key challenge.

Explicit feedback in the form of social media posts is an-

other source of signal. Unlike the call ratings splash screens,

which are often viewed as an imposition and simply ignored

by users, social media posts arise out of the users’ own voli-

tion. Such posts can shed light on the performance of net-

works that might otherwise be inaccessible. A key challenge,

https://doi.org/10.1145/3626111.3630095
https://doi.org/10.1145/3626111.3630095
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however, is extracting useful information from loosely struc-

tured or even unstructured data.

To give these ideas concrete shape, we discuss and present

preliminary results from two settings: quantifying the corre-

lations between network performance, implicit user actions,

and explicit user feedback or MOS (Mean Opinion Score)

for a large-scale video conferencing application, MS Teams

(§3), and characterizing the performance of the relatively

nascent Starlink LEO satellite network based on Reddit posts

(§4). Our results point to the promise of tapping implicit or

explicit user feedback – implicit user actions could be used

as proxies for MS Teams’ heavily sampled user feedback.

Aggregated insights on Starlink user sentiment from Reddit

could be used as inputs for future network provisioning and

optimization strategies.

These specific examples point to the broader opportunity

(§5) of and the challenges entailed with these approaches,

which we discuss in §6.

2 RELATEDWORK
Measuring and modeling the impact of the network on

application performance and user experience via both ac-

tive and passive experiments has generated a lot of research

interest; techniques include surveys [19, 45, 73], laboratory

experiments [7, 14, 18, 46], crowd-sourcing [26], A/B test-

ing [13, 41], and passive analyses [21, 23, 53, 61, 74]. There

has been past work on identifying the metrics for user ex-

perience ([11, 28, 37]). There has been past work [8, 61] on

understanding user engagement in on-demand video stream-

ing. Unfortunately, such works only focus on a single user

action – early abandonment. A recent work [47] analyzes

Zoom traffic traces to deduce application-level metrics while

another work [43] explores aggregated viewership-based

analytics (e.g., flash crowd versus QoE) for video delivery

services. In contrast, we use non-intrusive strategies to (a)

quantify the impact of network performance on user engage-
ment and (b) to find correlations between user actions and

explicit feedback for video conferencing.

Sentiment analysis, which is used for detecting sentiments

in underlying text, has been exhaustively applied to a mul-

titude of use cases – understanding product feedback and

preferences [4, 42], and predicting trends and outcomes of

large-scale events [9, 36, 44]. Leveraging social media to un-

derstand sentiments has been used to understand/detect mo-

bile network performance [27, 58] and demands [80], service

availability and failures [49, 72], and attacks and security vul-

nerabilities [2, 16, 38, 59, 60, 66]. SpaceX Starlink is a nascent

LEO satellite network with stated [68] goals to offer global

low-latency broadband connectivity. While things are in a

state of flux (currently under deployment), it is important

to keep track of user sentiment, which, as we will see later,

depends on a complex calculus of deployment cadence, foot-

print expansion, and user adoption. Hence, we mine a social

network in this very new context and leverage cutting-edge

language and vision tools to extract feedback and aggregated

sentiment insights useful for the ISP.

3 USER ACTIONS TELL A STORY
In this section, we detail how user actions could offer im-

plicit signals about the user experience. We analyzed ∼𝑋
(between 150 and 200

1
) million calls spanning Jan-Apr, 2022

(older data due to business sensitivity; without loss of gen-

erality) in our large-scale video conferencing service, MS

Teams. We show (a) network conditions and in-session user

actions (user engagement) are correlated, and (b) these im-

plicit user signals are correlated well with MOS. Importantly,

while MOS is available for only a subset of calls, user sig-

nals are prevalent for all calls, thus allowing stakeholders to

exhaustively consume user feedback hidden in those signals.

3.1 Methodology
We first define the terms and metrics used in our analysis.

Network condition metrics: The client running on the

user-end of MS Teams gathers network latency, packet loss

percent, jitter, and available bandwidth information every 5

seconds. When the user session ends, each client computes

the mean, median, and 95
𝑡ℎ

percentile (P95) value for each

of these metrics per session. In this paper, we report results

using the mean but similar trends hold for P95 values as well.

User engagementmetrics:We define the following user en-

gagement (action) metrics: (a) Presence: The client records
the user session duration. The presence denotes a user’s ses-

sion duration as a fraction (%) of the median session duration

across all users in the call. We use the median instead of max-

imum (i.e., the total call duration) as a baseline since it is

robust to outliers (users that stay on the call well past the

time others have left). Presence is capped at 100. (b) Cam On:
Fraction (%) of the user session for which a user has their

camera on. (c) Mic On: Fraction (%) of the user session for

which a user has their microphone on.

User feedback metrics: MS Teams requests a subset of

users to submit explicit feedback at the end of sessions – a

rating between 1 (worst) and 5 (best). Such feedback across

users is aggregated and averaged to compute the MOS. Such

feedback is only provided for a small fraction (between 0.1%

and 1%)
1
of sessions.

Call dataset: To tackle confounders, we study only enter-

prise calls during business hours (9 AM - 8 PM EST) on

weekdays with 3+ participants, all in the US.

3.2 Networks impact user engagement
First, we show how network conditions impact user en-

gagement metrics across the ∼𝑋 (between 150 and 200
1
)

million calls analyzed. While evaluating one network condi-

tion metric, we try to analyze the calls where other metrics

are roughly constant (latency between 0 - 40 ms, loss rate

between 0 - 0.2%, jitter between 0 - 5 ms, and bandwidth

between 3 - 4 Mbps).

Network latency: In Fig. 1 (left), as the mean network la-

tency increases from 0 to 300 ms, both Presence and Cam
On reduce by ∼20% while Mic On reduces by more than 25%.

Also, the slope of the Mic On plot is steeper until 150 ms

1
Actual value hidden due to business sensitivity.
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Figure 1: User engagement changes with network latency (left), packet loss (middle-left), network jitter (middle-
right), and bandwidth (right). Engagement metrics and network performance metrics are computed per session.

Figure 2: High net-
work latency and
high packet loss to-
gether have a com-
pounding impact
on Presence.

Figure 3: The plat-
form type impacts
user sensitivity to
network loss rate.

after which it plateaus out. This indicates that at higher net-

work latencies,MS Teams users mute themselves more often

and might be muting themselves as the means of first resort,

before taking more drastic steps such as turning the camera

off or dropping off the call.

We also briefly consider whether Cam On has an impact

on latency, say because the video stream congests the net-

work. However, we found that the latency does not increase
with Cam On (Fig. omitted for brevity), suggesting that the

causation runs the other way — an increased latency causes

users to turn off their cameras.

Packet loss: Surprisingly, the impact of loss on user engage-

ment, as seen in Fig. 1 (middle-left) is substantially weaker

– as the mean packet loss rate increases from 0 to 2%, Mic
On, Cam On, and Presence drop by less than 10%. The key

reason is that MS Teams is able to effectively mitigate the

packet loss using application layer safeguards. The effects of

network packet loss are small even when the loss rate is as

high as 2% – rare [39] in the Internet.

Jitter: High network jitter, unlike loss, significantly impacts

Cam On. From Fig. 1 (middle-right), we observe that at 10 ms

of jitter, Cam On drops by more than 15%.

Bandwidth: Fig. 1 (right) shows thatMS Teams is not too

bandwidth hungry. Even at a mean session bandwidth of

1Mbps, all the engagement metrics are within 5% of the best

achievable (at∼4Mbps). Also, Mic On does not correlate with
bandwidth (see red line overlapping at y-axis = 100) – audio

streams require bandwidth multiple orders of magnitude

lower than what typical broadband Internet connectivity

offers today. In the span of bandwidth represented in our

data, we did not observe the user’s muting actions being

impacted by bandwidth.

Interestingly, depending on the aspect of network condi-

tions that are degraded, users take different actions to vary-

ing degrees. For example, when the mean network latency

is high, users tend to turn off the audio more frequently as

the lag hinders the rapid turn-taking called for in an inter-

active dialogue. At very high packet loss of 3% or more, on

the other hand, the chance of a user dropping off increases

significantly (by more than 10%), presumably because the

audio (and video) quality becomes unacceptably poor. Note

that while the plots in Fig. 1 are uneven due to unknown con-

founders (we did tackle many of them, as already discussed),

only the broad trends are relevant in this context.

Compounding impact of network attributes:
We study the additive impact of network performancemet-

rics on user actions during meetings. While the individual

impact of high network latency and packet loss is substantial

on user engagement, the compounding effect is even higher.

As shown in Fig.2, We found that user Presence percentage

could dip by as much as ∼50% for certain combinations of

latency and loss relative to the best value across all such

combinations. Such combinations do occur on the Internet,

as is evident from our data.

Platform matters: Different platforms (PC/mobile, operat-

ing system, etc.) have different impacts on user sensitivity to

network performance. Fig. 3 shows how Presence changes

with loss rate for 4 different platforms. Users joining calls on

their mobile devices tend to drop off sooner at the samemean

network latency than users on PCs. Also, user sensitivity

varies with different operating systems. This is, in hindsight,

intuitive as user expectations are different on different plat-

forms. For example, users joiningworkmeetings frommobile

devices might be less engaged. Also, the application-level

optimizations could be different on different platforms de-

pending on CPU and other resource availability impacting

the engagement of the user.
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Figure 4: User en-
gagement (𝑋 -axis;
normalized) corre-
lates with explicit
user feedback or
MOS.

3.3 User engagement drives experience
Lastly, we evaluate the impact of user engagement metrics

on MOS (captured for a subset of calls). The user engagement

metrics correlate well with the MOS as seen in Fig. 4. For

example, as the users’ Presence in a meeting increases, the

MOS scores improve as well. While Presence shows the

strongest correlation with MOS, Cam On and Mic On also

show similar trends.

While MOS scores are sampled and delayed, these corre-

lations show that user engagement could be considered as

early and more readily available indication of call quality.

This finding motivates us to use such user engagement met-

rics, as an alternative to MOS. §5 discusses our vision using

such engagement metrics.

4 CHASING USER EXPERIENCE ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

Shifting gears, now we demonstrate how explicit user

feedback, shared offline on social media, could augment how

ISP networks collect insights on user experience. This is

especially important in the context of new networks being

rolled out, like SpaceX Starlink LEO network, which aims

to offer Internet connectivity globally using thousands of

low-flying satellites. As things are in a state of flux, with

satellite deployments happening in batches frequently and

SpaceX aggressively expanding its coverage footprint, it is

critical for them to gauge user sentiment at scale to plan

such deployments and service expansion better.

4.1 User sentiment on Starlink
We start by identifying user sentiment on social media.

To do so, we analyze user posts on Reddit on r/Starlink
related to their experience with the SpaceX Starlink network.

r/Starlink has managed to draw significant participation

from enthusiasts, early adopters, and others. There are 372

posts/week (average) on this subreddit. The number of up-

votes and comments, which are also strong signals of user

activity, are 8,190 and 5,702 per week (average) respectively.

Methodology: For each day between Jan’21 and Dec’22,

we analyze the sentiment of individual Reddit posts on

r/Starlink (text) using Azure’s Cognitive Services [5]. We

also tie the sentiment to the publicly available announce-

ments. The sentiment analysis service assigns three different

scores – positive, negative, and neutral – to each piece of text

(posts in this case), which add up to 1. We count the num-

ber of posts with strong positive (≥0.7) or negative (≥0.7)
scores per day. For each day, we: (a) generate word clouds

from all posts published (using NLTK [10]), and (b) discover

relevant news articles by searching online for the keywords

(top 3 uni-grams from word clouds), with the search query

appended with ‘Starlink’, for the custom date. This pipeline

enables the framework to annotate sentiment peaks with

news that drive those peaks.

The top three sentiment peaks, as shown in Fig. 5(a), cor-

respond to events of three distinct flavors. On 9
𝑡ℎ

Feb’21,

Redditors showed strong positive sentiment towards Star-

link opening up pre-ordering of user terminals in the US,

Canada, and UK [62]. On 24
𝑡ℎ

Nov’21, SpaceX’s email [32]

to pre-order customers on delay in terminal delivery led to

a negative sentiment peak. Lastly, we found that the third

highest peak (22
𝑛𝑑

Apr’22) is driven by negative sentiment.

For this peak, the third most common word in the generated

word cloud (see Fig. 5(b)) is outage. Interestingly, we could
not find any relevant news on an outage for this date, al-

though Redditors from 14 different countries (including ∼190
reports from the US) confirmed an outage online! This moti-

vated us to dive deeper into understanding user feedback on

outages on this public forum.

To analyze the posts around outages, we first built a dictio-

nary (a manual tedious process at themoment, scanning such

posts and online articles on network outages) with keywords

related to outages and filtered the Reddit threads containing

them. Fig.6 plots the day-wise occurrences of these keywords

in these filtered Reddit threads. Note that these occurrences

are only counted if the user sentiment attached to them was

negative to avoid false positives. 7
𝑡ℎ

Jan’22 and 30
𝑡ℎ

Aug’22

have the largest spikes of such keywords in our dataset and

correspond to reported outages [34, 40]. Interestingly, there

are numerous shorter peaks in Fig.6 over time which cor-

respond to local transient outages. Most of these outages

are not publicly reported. While Ookla’s Downdetector [54]

only logs large-scale incidents, in these early days of LEO

deployment, it is critical to understand transient small-scale

outages too which might be occurring at places due to a

complex mix of satellite and earth geometry, weather events,

GEO-arc avoidance, deployment planning issues, etc.

We highlight here that we were also able to detect Red-

ditors discussing the roaming feature of Starlink almost ∼2
weeks before [76, 77] Elon Musk (CEO, SpaceX) announced

it on Twitter [51] (and ∼3 months before the Starlink public

notification [35]) using a systematic pipeline which mines

popular discussions (using upvotes and comment numbers).

The most common words were ’roaming’ and ’roaming en-
abled’ in these discussions with a positive user sentiment

attached to these threads.

4.2 Following the Shifting Fulcrum
Next, we focus on another illustration where social me-

dia posts provide strong hints about the network condi-

tions (downlink speeds in this case). We also show that

users slowly get conditioned to networks with the perception

changing over time for the same conditions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Sentiment peaks could be often tied to events of interest that led to these peaks. (b) word cloud for the
3
𝑟𝑑 highest peak (22𝑛𝑑 Apr’22) observed during and after a large-scale service outage otherwise unreported online.

Figure 6:While a few larger outages sparked a lot of dis-
cussions on r/Starlink, outages with smaller impacts
are quite frequent. Threads with positive or neutral
sentiments have been filtered out.

To do so, we gather screenshots (or links to them)

of network performance test reports from Redditors on

r/Starlink. The test report screenshots are across test

providers like Ookla [55], Fast (powered by Netflix) [22],

Starlink itself, and others. We extract uplink speed, down-

link speed, latency information, etc. using Azure’s Optical

Character Recognition (OCR) [6]. We identify ∼1750 reports
of Starlink speed-tests being shared publicly between Jan,

2021 and Dec, 2022.

Fig. 7 shows the change in observed downlink speeds with

time. For each month, we plot the median speeds across all

shared screenshots of Starlink speed tests. We annotate the

observed speeds with the number of Starlink launches [1,

30, 78, 79] and also the reported number of Starlink users

(whenever public information is available) [24, 33, 50, 52, 63–

65, 67, 69, 70]. We also plot the monthly median downlink

speeds with 95% and 90% of the monthly speed data picked

uniformly at random – the plots closely follow each other

showing that the observed medians are considerably stable.

We observe that, between Jan and Sep’21, the median

downlink speeds increased in general. SpaceX made 14

launches with ∼ 60 satellites per launch during this period

and the number of users increased from 10𝐾 (in Feb) to

90𝐾 (in Aug). Further, between Sep’21 and Dec’22, there

has been an almost steady decrease in observed speeds al-

though SpaceX launched batches of Starlink satellites 37

times. Note, however, that the number of reported Starlink

users increased from 90𝐾 to 1M+ during the same period,

resulting in a significant increase in downlink demand.

Between Jun and Aug’21, 21𝐾 new users started using

Starlink with no new launches happening. This is reflected

in the sharp decrease in median speeds during the period.

Beyond Sep’21, reported bandwidths have decreased almost

steadily given the large increase in demand as Starlink ser-

vice expanded to various countries across the globe.

The wheel of time: With time, the perception of users

on network performance changes. In Fig. 7 we also plot

(green, dashed) the strong positive sentiment of users on

downlink speeds. To do this, we analyze the sentiment of

posts (text content) that share Starlink speed-test reports

using Azure’s Cognitive Services. We identify posts with

strong positive (≥0.7) and negative (≥0.7) scores. We define

the normalized strong positive sentiment score (𝑃𝑜𝑠) as the
ratio of total strong positive posts and total (strong positive

and negative) posts in a month thus filtering out edge cases

when identifying the sentiment is hard.

We observe that 𝑃𝑜𝑠 broadly follows the observed down-

link speed trends, but there are interesting exceptions. E.g.,

while downlink speed is higher in Dec’21 than Apr’21, 𝑃𝑜𝑠 is

drastically lower for Dec’21. We believe this is because user

sentiment is, in general, a reflection of both short-term and

long-term conditioning – users get acclimatized to their cur-

rent network conditions and give negative sentiment for any

degradation in network conditions even if such conditions

are better than the past. The exact inverse of this trend is

also visible – the downlink speeds decrease between Mar’22

and Dec’22 while the 𝑃𝑜𝑠 improves over time. This demon-

strates users getting conditioned to lower speeds, but not

necessarily attachment and loyalty to the ISP.

Social media insights are not real-time. Hence, they could

only complement (not replace) network measurements by

offering signals of user dis/satisfaction that, in turn, might

hint at some systematic/broad issues related to deployment,

provisioning, configuration, etc.

5 TOWARD USER SIGNALS AS-A-SERVICE
While in the last two sections, we discussed two delib-

erately disparate user signals, one implicit and the other
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Figure 7: Downlink
speeds on Starlink
evolve with more
launches and cus-
tomers. User sen-
timent largely fol-
lows the observed
speeds. The plot is
annotated with the
reported number of
Starlink users.

Figure 8: User Signals as-a-Service: Network changes
(performance, provisioning, routing, etc.) lead to vari-
ous implicit and explicit user signals.

explicit, here we discuss our broader vision of User Signals as-
a-Service or USaaS that helps both network and networked

service providers to consume deep insights on user expe-

rience. Network (or network performance) changes might

result in users taking actions (§3), having a different experi-

ence (MOS), or sharing offline feedback. USaaS collects such

user feedback, both online and offline, finds correlations,

and shares useful user-centric insights back. The queries

could take as input the network/service under consideration,

network performance metrics and possible user actions of

interest, application QoE metrics, etc. The goal of such a

service is not to be an alternative to network diagnostic tools

but to augment them by bringing users into the loop.

If SpaceX Starlink, for example, wants to understand how

users on their network are perceiving theMS Teams expe-

rience, USaaS could filter online user actions and MOS on

MS Teams pertaining to Starlink and the offline feedback on

the same on social media [3, 20, 29, 31, 57, 71, 81]. Note that

privately captured user actions and publicly available social

media posts are complimentary to each other. User actions

could be used to corroborate the user posts on social media.

We do not endorse social media tracking, rather we believe

the social media user feedback insights should be aggregated

to get useful insights.

Leveraging LLMs and AI/MLUSaaS could incorporate gen-

erative AI models[12, 56, 75] in its pipeline, effectively sum-

marizing and quantifying contextual user feedback while

removing harmful/biased content. Azure’s Cognitive Ser-

vices [5], for example, offers both pre-trained and custom

AI models with access control for different stakeholders. We

are currently also using AI/ML techniques to predict MOS

scores from user engagement and network conditions for

MS Teams (omitted for brevity).

6 FUTUREWORK
We are currently exploring and soliciting community feed-

back on future directions:

Are networks to blame always?: In §3.2, we found that

network conditions have a profound impact on user actions.

However, there could be confounders that need to be taken

care of while correlating network performance with user

actions. While Fig. 3 already sheds light on the impact of user

platform on user actions, we also foundmeeting size (number

of participants) and long-term conditioning (exposure to

network conditions could set expectations) to have (relatively

weaker) impact on user actions. An effective USaaS should

take into account all such confounders.

Traffic engineering & network planning opportunities:
Both service and network providers could proactively act

based on USaaS output. If call latency, for example, is the

discerning factor affecting user experience on MS Teams,

could network resource allocation be tuned online to cater to

the demand? Also, could SpaceX change Starlink deployment

plans (which LEO satellite shell to deploy next) given the

current deployment, footprint, and user sentiment?

The social network bias: Social media is known to have

its own bias (users reporting only good/bad things, over-

enthusiasm, bias due to socio-demographics [25], etc.). USaaS

aims to address such bias by leveraging multi-modal insights

(like online user signals, MOS) and aggregation of data across

online (social) media.

7 CONCLUSION
We demonstrate examples of using rich user feedback,

both implicit and explicit, to generate useful insights for net-

works and networked services – such as network provision-

ing and traffic engineering. We then propose a generalized

framework, User-Signals-as-a-Service, which consumes such

signals, and correlates them with network (performance)

changes thus complementing the existing network measure-

ment techniques.

Privacy & ethics: We do not use any PII in our analyses.
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